FAQ’s Certificate in Principals of Integrated Care

1. **How is the course designed?**
The structure of the course is based on IFICs 9 pillars of integrated care and contain 6 learning outcomes. They are (1) vision and values (2) system leadership and governance course (3) people as partners in care (4) resilient communities and population health (5) transparency of results and impact (6) digital disruption. [Read More]

2. **How is it beneficial for me?**
You will be exposed to an international faculty with expertise in Integrated Care and as a result have an understanding of the foundational pillars of integrated care.

3. **How is it beneficial for the health system?**
You will be part of a cohort of students in Ireland for whom integrated care is a key policy and service reform aim. Consequently will be better positioned to contribute to that agenda.

4. **I haven’t been in education for ages - what support is there for me?**

5. **What is the time commitment each week?**
You will be expected to attend weekly lectures and Q&A sessions lasting **3.5 hrs**. These in person (synchronous) sessions constitute part of the learning requirements. A learning bundle, associated with each Learning Outcome and equating to a further 4 study hours per week will be made available to you to study at your own time and pace.

6. **When are the lectures?**
Each Thursday from 4pm – 7.30pm (GMT) starting on 20.1.22 and ending on 7.4.22. (12 weeks)

7. **I can’t make a lecture – will it be recorded?**
Yes, lectures will be recorded and available shortly after the lecture. There will be an 80% attendance requirement as the participants are encouraged to network and interact with subject matter experts.

8. **What will the course content cover?**
View the [Module breakdown](https://www.ittralee.ie/en/InformationFor/FutureStudents/MatureStudents/)

9. **What are the assignments and when are they due?**
Assignment is a 3,000 word essay and a poster presentation for ICIC 2022. The details of this will be presented on 20.1.22. Assignments will be due on 28.4.22*

10. **My degree (NVQ Level 8) is not in a health and care discipline can I still apply?**
Yes, if you can demonstrate the course is relevant to your current professional development

11. **I have a clinical qualification but not NVQ Level 8, can I still apply?**
Yes, if you have a professional registration then this also qualifies

*Provisional date